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 The seven years war caused the French army to travel to foreign territory and 

come in contact with many different enemies with different traditions, practices, 

technolgies and armaments.  This had repercussions with the concepts and fads of 

the armies of the King. Everyone knows how the French are sensitive to fashions. 

The troops during campaign did not have the same constraints as those resident in 

camps. If the opposing armies practices seems more attractive, it was not possible to 

prevent their adoption, even if there were against the regulations of ministers. 

A typical example is the increase of the shell hilt during the 7 years war, or the 

adoption of the half basket hilt. These then appeared in the regulations to legalize 

use. 

At the start of the war, in 1756 the cavalry and dragoons used the 1750 strong sword 

- they were then seduced by the weapons of German origin. At the conclusion of the 

Peace of Paris in 1763, the king and the country were not satisfied with the results 

from the war. The military leaders did not deserve congratulations. The Duc de 

Choiseul  was not concerned by internal conflicts in the army and was preparing 

reform while hostilities continued.  These were then carried out during the first lull. 

Do not forget that Choiseul was a former soldier who learned his job during the War 

of Austrian Succession (1741-1748). 

 

The era of big changes. 

Regarding the swords of the cavalry and dragons, with their strong 1767 sword . 



They initiated  the use of a flat blade with one more branch compared to the 1750 

model. The scabbard was no longer wooden and was replaced by cowhide.  The 

Locket and middle band were steel and the chape in brass.   The whole being 

reinforced. 

Wearing of the sabre "au gousset" (under a belt or with shoulder strap) disappears 

and the sabre is now suspended with loose rings. The officers hilt starts to 

differentiate compared of the troopers hilt. This sabre become the strong cavalry 

officer sword of 1767 . The blade is similar to the troopers model but shorter and 

lighter. His hilt is inspired  from the Wallonne sword with 3  steel branches but with a 

open "pontat" (side ring). The scabbard is inspired by the troopers model ; Strong 

leather with 3 fixtures in steel. Officers in some regiments had swords with more than 

3 branches, for example “Régiment du Dauphin” (son of King) or “Cuirassier of King”. 

Hussars also see  an evolution with their sabres. Blades and hilts remains almost 

identical, but the scabbard became more westernised. This evolution is evident with 

the 1767 model. If the scabbard is in wood it will have 2 fixtures the locket and a 

large drag (bouterolle in french).  These are in brass. But some regiments, 

particularly in the light cavalry,  sometimes had more than 2 fixtures to the scabbard. 

The weapons  were produced in private factories and not from Royal manufactories.   

The Hussar officers has no official model. They used models inspired by the Austrian 

or German Hussars.   Swords of this type are unable to be easily identified as 

French.   Fashion does not always have good taste. Several light cavalry regiments 

had adopted Germanic hilts very far from the French traditions.  The blades of these 

sabres are flat, lighter and sometime fullered. The hilt is absolutely new, the grip in 

wood is leather covered with wire and topped with a pommel with short back piece. 

The guard consisting of an  iron band fixed at right angles with a piece to put the 

thumb in , a diagonal band protects this part. This hilt is called the "half basket" and 

will become the Dragoon model. It was adopted by France in1770 ( see table). The 



sabre was not the only peculiarity that the Dragons took to the  light cavalry. Helmets 

and some other small things were also adopted.   Carabiniers continued to trust their 

shell hilt swords with the arms of France dating 1760. The blade was dedicated to 

the Provence Comte. The officers adopted the shell hilt of 1760 called "Monsieur de 

Crémille".   The Royal German regiment kept its curved blade derived from the 1750 

blade. 

 

Sidearms are refined 

At the peace in 1763, the Kings household troops stopped wearing the heavy 

Wallonnes swords and started to wear lighter and elegant swords with  a different 

model of shell hilt. 

There were differences between the  Gendarmes of the guard and those of 

Mousquetaires. The Grenadiers cavalry had already adopted a sabre with a curved 

blade as was customary in the Grenadier corps : very Germanic Shell hilt ( or small 

palm branch to be precise).  The Swiss guard received at the same time a similar 

infantry weapon . 

The light cavalry who had a Wallonne sword with brass hilt for fighting and a "épée à 

la mousquetaire" for other circumstances, see their "épée" change to a removable 

shellguard for mounted service: this is the sword called  of "Duc d'Aiguillon". 

Only the Gardes du corps (bodyguards ) and the Gendarmerie company remained 

faithful to the Wallonne sword for mounted service.   On foot they used a particular 

light  sword. 

The infantry lost the sword as it was of little use. Only Grenadiers , drums, corporals 

and sergeants receive a Briquet with curve blade, fondue grip and simple branch. 

This is the 1767 model (see photo in the French version). This is not new as most of 

the foreign regiments had this sort of sword during the previous war ; what is new is 

that the model is defined and is in  widespread use. 



At the same time the sergeants lost their halberds and took up the firearm, with more 

efficiency. 

Infantry officers finally receive sword regulations in 1767.  These regulations were 

kept almost without change until the Revolution. 

A new feature of these reforms is that only the Kligenthal manufacturer is now 

permitted to provide swords to the king's troops, as was already the case for 

firearms, they will be distributed to the armouries. 

 

Thus ended the reign of the beloved King, who in his old age was no longer beloved. 

The works of the Duc de Choiseul was important: He gave to France, an army which 

was the first in Europe, the defects that had led to the previous defeats were erased. 

The Kings reign can be charged with many things, but its actions in changing the 

army and navy will be decisive and lead to the victories in the war in America. They 

prepared the military for future years of glory. 

 

Photographs and Table: 

1. This anonymous drawing from the Museum of Army (Paris) is good because it 

gives us the uncompromising appearance of a soldier - a rarity - in 1767. The man is 

a corporal of dragoons, as evidenced by his uniform. He wears a shoulder belt so 

that his sword does not drag on the ground. The sword is the 1750 model, 

recognizable by its lateral branches. The curved blade is classic for the Dragons, 

although non-regulatory. Note the sword knot wrapped around the branches. 

In 1767, the regulation would define a sword with straight blade and a scabbard 

suspended from the belt. Here , the sword is worn "au gousset". Swords were 

usually retained for 20 years, which explains why weapons that were 

decommissioned  could be used for a long time after the arrival of a new regulation. 

 

2. Sabre with simple knuklebow and cross hilt. 



1767 Infantry sword, this weapon was in fact born in 1765 and was intended for 

grenadiers, sergeants, musicians and the Rifle Corps. The sword has a short, curved 

and flat blade with a brass hilt.   These recall the characteristics of "à la hussarde" 

hilt. The grip is in brass also.  The blade is engraved "Grenadier" on one side, and a 

royal monogram on the other (for grenadier sword only). This sword was called the 

"briquet" (the term in derision of its use to light the fire, the word is in use from 1750 

at least) and will have a very long career in use until 1807. 

 

3. Sabre with simple knuklebow and cross hilt. 

1767 sword the hussars. This regulatory model is the second after that of 1752. The 

weapon has no frills and is a tool for combat. Note the thickness of the grip which 

allows a solid grip. Lateral langets are there to keep the sword in its scabbard. The 

blade is long , flat and curved, the scabbard with fittings of the 1752 model. The 

scabbard is simple with 2 furnishings - chape and  large drag. This sword hangs on 

the belt with slings. 

 

4. Gendarme of the Guard - Kings Household 

 

5.  Kings Household Mousquetaires - First company. Note the typical jacket a vestige 

of the17th century. 

 

6. This fragment is from a small gouache painting  the atmosphere of a fight in 1745. 

In the foreground a hussar is preparing to kill an Austrian. Behind him a rider uses a 

gun without aiming. Note the tricorn hats turned to the flat to show the roundel. 

 

7. “Sabre a Pommeau”,  Heavy Cavalry 1767. 

Sword for heavy cavalry model 1767. This sword is strong.   Massive brass hilt and 

of good manufacture.   Almost the same as the 1750 model to which was now added 

a small branch,  wooden grip and brass wire - straight flat blade. 



 

8. “Sabre a Pommeau”,  Light Cavalry 1767. 

This sword is the very beautiful model of 1767 for cavalry and dragoon officers. The 

sword looks a little like the Wallones swords  . Good quality steel hilt. Wood grip with 

silver wire and metal strips. 2 silver collars.  

 

Table: Sword evolution during the French monarchy. 

 

9. Pommel sword with small ‘palm’ guard 

Deriving from the prestigious body of Musketeers of the King's household, this sword 

is sumptuous. Nothing is too much . This grand style Has a copper hilt for the first 

company and silver for the second. The mark of the Musketeers is on pommel. This 

sword is dated 1759 to 1776. 

 

10. Nassau royal Hussar regiment. This horseman is dated 1767-68. Note the 

abnormal holding of the gun. Leaning the wrong way, he would lose his powder - 

Wood engravers were working in negative and this kind of inversion is 

common.















 


